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Corrupted With Christianity 
 
 
With extensive research, we have found that many texts, especially speeches 
and writings of Important Nazi Leaders have not only been embedded with false 
Christian statements, phrases, and alleged sympathies, but most Nazi writings 
have been corrupted with deliberate translations using words [English here as an 
example] that have religious connotations. For example, using the English word 
"satanic" for the German word "evil" or "Luciferian" for evil. Other words include 
"bless/ing," "hell/ish," "lord," "miracle," "heaven," "demon/ic," "holy," "almighty," 
"devil/ish," "Satan," "Lucifer," [both in a very demeaning and negative sense] 
"Philistine," [a typically Jewish term for a boorish person; Gentiles normally do 
not use this and this reveals a lot about the translator]. Some of the writings have 
been so corrupted that they even resemble a Sunday church sermon. Others, 
carelessly done have numerous contradictions and with nearly all of them, the 
Christian embedded trash is glaringly out of place.  
 
I am sure many of the texts have also been corrupted in the original German in 
order to keep the misled believers under control through psychic means. For 
more about this, please read: The Holy Bible: A Book of Jewish Witchcraft  
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Bible_Jewish_Witchcraft.htm  
 
In addition to this, we have also run across certain writings and statements from 
the USA Founding Fathers such as Benjamin Franklin [who was a closet 
Satanist- he was an honorary Member of Sir Francis Dashwood's 'Hellfire Club' 
which practiced Black Masses and orgies], with Christian embedded statements. 
These also were glaringly out of place, and worked to portray Franklin as a 
devout Christian, which he definitely was not.  
 
If you read through this website and the linked websites, you will understand why 
this was done, as details are explained. It places believers and anyone who 
reads the materials under Jewish psychic control through Christianity.  
 
I would also like to add something here. Because of endless Jew lies and their 
media propaganda, few people know the truth. What they have done to Satan 
and our Gods [Pagan] is a major example:  
 
This excerpt quote from the Catholic Encyclopedia is very revealing:  
In the same way the Greeks and Romans may have worshipped their divinities, 
fondly believing them to be good. But the Christian Scriptures declare that all the 
gods of the Gentiles are demons.  
Catholic Encyclopedia: Devil Worship  
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/04767a.htm  
"DEMONS" ARE THE GODS OF THE GENTILES!!!!  
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While the Jew controlled television, schools, universities and book media and 
related are forever accusing and condemning the Nazis, this in addition to the 
trillions of dollars in "reparations" and other favors the jews have taken for 
themselves such as stealing Palestine from the Palestinians and using that 
phony holoco$t to get their way on many different issues:  
The REAL Holocaust 
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Real_Holocaust.html 
The REAL Death Camps  
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Real_Death_Camps.htm 
 
One of the major benefits the Jews have gotten from persecuting the Nazis is 
they have used the Nazis as a distraction to divert attention away from 
unimaginable Jewish crimes against Gentiles. You will never see very much 
about the REAL death camps from Jewish controlled Hollywood, only movies and 
TV shows advertizing their phony holoco$t. This only further reveals the truth 
about Jewish supremacy. What happens to Gentiles doesn't even matter.  
 
They never expected their precious communism to fail. Vladimir Lenin was along 
with Josef Stalin, Lavrenty Beria [all Jews], and the rest of their Jewish filth- THE 
WORST MASS MURDERERS THAT EVER EXISTED!  
 
In the USSR, the murder was so extensive that entire villages were wiped out, 
those who were not outright murdered were sent to death camps to be literally 
worked to death under the most brutal conditions. The murders committed by 
Jewish communism, under the orders of Jewish authorities extend past the 
hundred million mark. What they even ACCUSE Hitler and the Third Reich pales 
in comparison. What is worse, Hitler and the Nazis never committed any of these 
crimes! OF COURSE HITLER AND THE NAZIS TRIED WITH EVERYTHING 
THEY HAD TO KEEP JEWISH COMMUNISM OUT OF GERMANY!! TO 
PROTECT THE GERMAN PEOPLE. IN ADDITION, GERMAN PEOPLE WERE 
BEING PERSECUTED AND MASS MURDERED IN AREAS UNDER 
COMMUNIST CONTROL, SUCH AS IN THE UKRAINE AND IN AREAS OF 
POLAND. THE THIRD REICH TRIED TO RESCUE THESE PEOPLE. MANY 
CAME TO GERMANY; THEIR LIVES WERE SAVED.  
 
False accusations against the Nazis have been used as a distraction and a 
diversion. If you read the above link, what they accused the Nazis of was not only 
mathematically impossible, but also has been debunked by many different 
scholars since WW2.  
 
Nowhere in the annals of history has there ever been a worse case of the most 
sick and depraved mass murder than what has occurred under Jewish leaders- 
THEIR OWN ORDERS- Lenin, Stalin, Zinoviev, Kamanev, Beria- all Jews. Below 
is a photo of an example of their atrocities. Taking control of the food and 
enforcing famine was used to break the will and resistance of the people:  
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 The child in the photo, like so many is naked. 
Many others are nearly so. Jew communism not 
only took ALL of their food and belongings; 
everything they had, but also stripped them 
down to their underclothes of which they also 
took from them, leaving them to freeze to death 
if starvation didn't kill them first. Entire villages 
were left with absolutely nothing. The few child 
survivors were deported to concentration camps 
and worked to death like the adults. Few if any 
ever returned.  
Quotes from the Jewish Talmud: 
Seph. Jp., 92, 1: "God has given the Jews 
power over the possessions and blood of all 
nations."  
Hamiszpat 348: "All property of other nations 
belongs to the Jewish nation, which, 
consequently, is entitled to seize upon it without 
any scruples." 

 
Yet, the Jews promote this malignant vile scum as heroes. I have even heard 
there is a statue commemorating Lenin in Seattle Washington. Now, just how 
would they react if someone put up a statue of Hitler? Or how about an open 
Satanic Church? This only reveals the extent of control the Jews have over 
everyone. The crimes committed by the Jews and yes, even to their own as they 
are parasites and if anyone pays the right price, they will do in their own, as 
money is the god of the Jews. In closing, I would also like to add how the Jews 
push Christianity and they deliberately corrupt writings, especially those of their 
enemies by injecting Christian filth in them. We have been finding how so many 
writings, books and related by Nazi Leaders has been totally corrupted with 
Christian filth. The Nazis were very ANTI-xian, and most at the top, truth be 
known were Satanists. The Jews work to get anyone they can, especially those 
who are their enemies and a threat to them under their control with Christianity. It 
is a psychic connection and a spell as I have written many times before. The 
Christian imbedded filth stands out for the lie it is, as it is very contradictory and 
out of place in the corrupted texts. This also acts in more ways for the Jewish 
agenda, as it confuses Gentiles and psychically disarms those who believe the 
lies.  
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 

Allied Propaganda 
By Fourth Reich 666 

 
When I turn and look at this foreign propaganda my belief in our victory grows to 
the immeasurable. For this propaganda, I experienced once before. For nearly 
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fifteen years, this propaganda was directed against us. My Old Party Comrades, 
you remember this propaganda! The same words! The same phrases! Yes, when 
we look more closely, we see the same heads speaking the same dialects.  
I finished off these people as a lonely, unknown man who gathered but a handful 
of people about him. Throughout fifteen years, I finished of these people and 
today Germany is the greatest world power! –Adolf Hitler. 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There are two kinds of propaganda:  
 
1. Truth Propaganda, information. - What the Nazis spread. 
2. Jewish Propaganda, lies, deceit, immorality. 
What we have today, in the radios, news etc. it is Jewish. But this is not the focal 
point. The focal point is the Jewish/Allied Anti-Hitler, Anti-Nazi, Holocaust 
propaganda being shoved down our throats. 
 
The media today, took everything from the Third Reich and turned it up-side-
down. They also took every crime the Russians, the Americans, the French and 
the British and made them as if they were crimes the Germans committed. Each 
of the four counts the Axis powers were arrested on all the crimes the Allies 
committed. 
 
As David Irving said, during war, there are departments in governments that their 
only task is the spew at propaganda against the enemy so that the soldiers, or in 
the case of the allies (who didn't care about their soldiers) their men who were 
only expendables point their guns in the direction their Jewish masters want them 
to. The problem is there is, after the war, no truth department to admit the lies. 
 
They would sometime cut Hitler's videos and portray them as evil, look at this for 
an example:  
This is the Nat Geo version: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bqVc7kDtV_M 
This is the legitimate full version: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QkGTXT5bH6I 
 
 
 
Allied Lies 
There are multiple examples of cases were the Allies took Nazi propaganda, 
added some touches to it to totally pervert the message, and in some cases, the 
Allies just totally invented pieces of propaganda and claimed them to be German, 
such as seen in the photo below: 
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In the above photograph, it says "Radio Berlin – It is officially announced:- All 
men if Lidice - Czechoslovakia - Have been shot: The women deported to a 
concentration camp: The children sent to appropriate centres – The name of the 
village was Immediately abolished" 
[The words in quotations are the hoaxes and what did NOT happen] 
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Okay, so to begin with, The Radios NEVER announced this. There is NO 
evidence of this ever happening. And as you notice, at the end it says: The name 
of the village was immediately abolished. This is to cover up that it never 
happened. It is also a contradiction to say that the Germans would announce this 
on the radio to a population of 80 million Germans and then try to cover it up by 
saying it never existed... Lidice never existed. It was not on the maps when Hitler 
came to power, nor was it on the map when the hoax supposedly occurred. Also 
EVERY order by Heinrich Himmler and Adolf Hitler were written down, but this, 
just happened no to be....And coincidently, BOTH Himmler and Hitler ordered 
this in revenge of the assassination of Heydrich at the SAME time...wow. And 
apparently, the Nazis at Nuremberg were dumb enough to MAKE A 
DOCUMENTARY PROVING THAT THEY COMMITTED THE MASSACRE, SO 
THAT THEY CAN HAND IT OVER TO THE ALLIES SO THAT THEY CAN USE 
IT AS EVIDENCE AGAINST THE GERMANS. MYSTERIOUSLY, after the trials, 
this film was never seen again 
 
As mentioned, there has been no evidence whatsoever of this fake massacre 
ever occurring. All there is bullshit Allied Propaganda. 
 
A classic error the Jews and Allies make is making contradictory versions of 
stories. Here is one with the Lidice massacre. These are two different stories of 
the Lidice massacre, both from the same source, going against each other 
 
June 10, 1942 version: 
"503 inhabitants supposedly made up Lidice. According to this version 173 men 
of Lidice were shot the women were taken to concentration camps, and the 
children were herded into trucks. To this day the fate of the children is unknown." 
 
June 10, 1945 version: 
"340 Lidice citizens were murdered by the Nazis. 143 Lidice women returned 
home after the war ended. After a two-year search 17 children were restored to 
their mothers" 
 
"All the men and boys over 16 years old, 172 in all, were rounded up and locked 
in a barn. They were then shot the next day in groups of ten, which lasted from 
dawn until 4 in the afternoon. 19 men who were working in the mines during the 
shooting were also rounded up and sent to Prague where they were killed." 
 
"The women as a whole fared better than the men, but still faced cruel situations. 
Seven of the women were taken to Prague where they were shot. The rest, 
numbering 195, were sent to the Ravensbruck concentration camp in Germany. 
There 49 of the women died; 7 by gassing, and the rest from cruel treatment." 
*There were no gassings at Ravensbruck* 
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"The children, 90 in all, were taken to a concentration camp at Gneisenau. The 
children were then selected according to the "racial experts" and distributed to 
German people with new German names to be raised as their own." 
 
But wait! Another version says there were, 105 children and 81 were said to have 
been killed at Chelmno, yet in the June 10 1845 version, there is no mention of 
this! 
 
"The remaining women were shipped to the Ravensbruck concentration camp, 
where about a quarter of them died in the gas chambers or from overwork." 
*Once again "the quarter" of remaining Lidice women died in the FAKE gas 
chambers in Ravensbruck* 
 
"The children were taken to the Gneisenau concentration camp, where they were 
sorted by racial criteria, and those deemed suitable for Aryanization were 
shipped to Germany." 
*The Lidice children were taken to Gneisenau in this version and again no 
mention about Chelmno extermination camp* 
 
"All together, about 250 people died in the Nazi reprisal in Lidice." 
*This goes against all that was said in the above paragraphs* 
 
 
The Lidice Propaganda film 
Viktor Fischl who is a Jew, approached the Crown Film Unit, the unit in charge of 
making British propaganda films and handed them with a brief layout of the false 
Propaganda film. The was appealing British director, Humphrey Jennings (a son 
if two socialists), in fact, so appealing immediately set about looking for a village 
in Wales, part rural, part industrial, that would be similar to Lidice. 
 
And remember this was titled a PROPAGANDA film 
 
And of course, from my studies, a classic trait of Jewish propaganda is always 
including women and children, because they know "the goy" has a soft spot in 
that area.  
 
Hitler once said In regards to the camps "And already they [the allies] are crying 
that this war should not pay heed to women and children. For when has England 
ever paid heed to women and children? After all, this entire blockade warfare is 
nothing other than war against women and children, just as once was the case in 
the Boer war. It was then that concentration camps were invented! The English 
gave birth to this idea! We read about it in the encyclopedias and then later 
copied it with one crucial difference: England locked up men and women in these 
camps. Over twenty thousand Boer women died wretchedly at the camp. Why 
should England fight differently today? 
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The Malmedy "Massacre" 
Oh My Goodness! Allied soldiers killed by the Germans and left to in the snow 
while a Nazi looks ahead! How cruel is this! 

You will be happy to know that this was 
admitted by the Allies to be a hoax. The 
hoax says that a group of German soldiers 
captured a group of Allied soldiers, tortured, 
then killed them. The Allies later, after all 
the commotion caused by this, admitted it to 
be a hoax. 
What happened was that the German 1st 
panzer division [Leibstandarte-SS Adolf 

Hitler] was driving south of Malmedy, Belgium. By total surprise and accident, 
they encountered groups of American soldiers, who fired on them and they fired 
back. After a few American soldiers fell, the rest of the American soldiers 
cowered away. The Germans then began to lay the bodies in rows to burry the 
fallen American soldiers out of good heart. While they were doing so, they were 
fired upon again forcing them to retreat. In the days following the discovery, the 
American media seized on the event, originally reporting "hundreds" of American 
deaths in the "massacre," despite having no first-hand knowledge of it. The most 
sensationalistic media reports, without any evidence at all, stated that Waffen-SS 
soldiers had lined up the American captives, robbed them of any valuables they 
had, and shot them at point-blank range. - Wikipedia 
 
Another groups of Americans were captured, the German commander said, not 
to kill them but to let them follow behind us. So they took away the weapons from 
the allies and let them follow in the rear. Sadly, the Americans were still in full 
uniform, and the Germans in the rear did not know that the commander allowed 
them to live and follow, so when the Americans ran to the rear, the Germans at 
the rear did not known and thought they were being attacked and fired. Few died, 
most survived. Thos who did said the Trials that no harm was done against them 
and that they were treated properly. 
 
During the Nuremberg Trials, the allies TORTURED some captured Germans, 
forcing them to sign a page saying they killed them 
 
At the interrogations, cruel tortures were used, and some soldiers committed 
suicide. The interrogators fabricated confessions, and through torture got several 
Germans to sign these fake confessions 
 
They started the process on May 16th 1946. 74 members of the Waffen-SS were 
put on trial, and 43 were eventually given the death penalty. The prosecutors 
were the interrogators before the process, which is contrary to American law, one 
of the many miscarriages of justice at the trial, quickly devolving it to a kangaroo 
court. The most absurd event in the process may have been when 
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The American investigator Kirschbaum introduced a witness, Einstein, to prove 
that the defendant, Metzel, had murdered [Einstein's] brother, who was 
nonetheless sitting in the courtroom! [Prosecutor] Kirschbaum proceeded to 
scold Einstein: "How can we bring this pig to the gallows, if you are so stupid as 
to bring your brother into court!" 
– Wikipedia 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 

Allied Justification of Immorality true Propaganda 
 

The allies committed multiple crimes during WWII. The covered up and justified 
these crimes through propaganda 
 

 
 

I will make this plain and simple. Millions of Innocent people, Mostly German but 
also British died in that war, caused by what later became the Allied powers. This 
British poster is just immoral and unjust. 
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Both Brits and Americans sunk                     Same story. A plain and simply            
innocent German ships.                                unacceptable poster. They bombed 
The fact that they done so is                         an innocent cargo ship, and hid this  
unacceptable, but then to                              in the small print.  
MAKE POSTERS of it and LIE about it!  
Look, they even say it was only  
a transport ship in TINY writing.  
SHAME! 

 
The Brits did this AGAIN during their war 
with Argentina. They sunk an INNOCENT 
cruise ship, and yet they say "Gotcha"?!! 
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Holocaust Propaganda 
 
The Holocaust Propaganda is the most famous lies of the Allies.  
I will start off with the shrunken head. 

 
 

 
 
Oh! How cruel! Shrinking Jewish heads! My goodness! Again, this never 
happened. And to make things worse, this was used as evidence at Nuremberg. 
I will give some points on these are hoaxes. 
 
§ These were found at Buchenwald, inmates at Buchenwald had no hair. 

The above photograph shows that they had hair. 
 
§ The heads appear to be Southern American or mongoloid. Neither 

Southern Americans nor Mongoloids were imprisoned. 
 
§ After they were used as evidence, the heads could not be found 

ANYWHERE. They just disappeared. 
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Albert G. Rosenberg, The American Lieutenant in charge of documenting 
Buchenwald (where the shrunken heads came from), was from the Psychological 
Warfare Division of the Allied Forces. 
 
"Psychological Warfare Division." That's a strange name for a department that's 
going to document a concentration camp for future generations isn't it? The 
Lieutenant in the PWD was Albert G. Rosenberg. Even though he was only in his 
late 20's at the time, he had a rare special pass called a "SHAEF Pass", which 
gave him the power to confiscate the posh villa belonging to Baldur Von 
Schirach, who had been the wartime mayor of Vienna and also the leader of the 
Hitler Youth. Rosenberg lived in the villa with 12-15 former Buchenwald inmates 
and the team wrote-up a documentation of the camp. Most of the former inmates 
were communists, led by a non-communist Austrian Catholic named Eugene 
Kogon. Kogon compiled the report while Albert Rosenberg supervised the overall 
project. 
 
One could say that the documentation of Buchenwald is largely a story of 
liberated communists working in a posh villa, under the supervision of a Jewish 
Psychological Warfare Division Lieutenant who had immigrated to the USA from 
Germany just seven years earlier. Objectivity you can count on –Origin unknown 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
The Bulldozer in the Camp 
This has been cut from an Allied Propaganda Film; music was put into it to make 
it seem tragic. 
In the Bergen-Belsen, a camp in Germany that suffered from Allied bombing, 
diseases broke such as typhus broke loose, and due to the bombing of the 
railways and roads that led to the camp, no medicine could get in, as a result of 
ALLIED bombings, those Jews died. The allied claimed that this was a video of a 
GERMAN bulldozer burying bodies in a pit. It was then admitted that this was an 
ALLIED bulldozer, BULLDOZING contaminated bodies into a pit! 
http://fourthreich666.weebly.com/uploads/2/2/1/0/22107004/american_bulldozer.
mp4 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
The Lampshades 
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Another infamous myth - the lampshades. The Photo above is a supposed to be 
a human lampshade from Jewish skin supposedly made by Ilse Koch. Just like 
the shrunken heads, these mysteriously disappeared after the exhibition. The 
myth goes that the allies came in the Buchwald, they found a lampshade made 
out of TATTOOED human skin. I will now give some points on why this was fake. 
 
§ It disappeared so no one can look at it or test it 
 
§ There are no tattoos on it. 
 
§ It was put on a table in SUNSHINE so hundreds of people can see it from 

the nearby city of Weimar (above right) Thing is, when you take a 
lampshade made from skin and place it underneath sunshine, the 
sunshine through it, revealing it is just a normal lampshade. There is also 
no stitching linking the skin. 

 
Jewish "Soap" 
 "We don't have any evidence that the Nazis actually manufactured soap with 
human bodies." Said Michael Berenbaum, who was project manager for the 
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. 
 


